BRIDGE ARTICLE 2
MALENY CONTRACT BRIDGE CLUB
This is the second article related to bridge for members of our club. These articles are still experimental
and the format of them may evolve in time.
If you have any comments, contributions or suggestions for future articles, please email
stuart_craig100@hotmail.com.
Ways to keep your hand in
These are suggestions from the Australian Bridge Federation:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Go to www.abfevents.com.au/abfdbc/ daily for a free bridge column courtesy of Ron Klinger.
Read / reread some of your bridge books to maintain or even improve your standard.
Buy a new bridge book for the same purpose.
If not already a subscriber, take out an annual bridge subscription to Australian Bridge and to
overseas bridge magazines.
Join Bridge Base Online (bridgebase.com) – it is free – or log in if already a member. There are
heaps of activities possible on BBO: □ Watch top players in action. □ Join a table and play with
three other players from anywhere in the world. □ You and your partner can join a table and play
against two others.
□ You can arrange with three friends to play at the same table.
□ You can organize 7 other players to play a teams’ match. That would certainly be a good idea
for practice for current Australian teams and State Teams.
□ You can play by yourself against three robots (this costs $US1 per week).
□ You can play with your regular partner against two robots (same cost)
□ You can have just a bidding practice session with your partner.
□ Tackle Bridge Master (4 sets of 30 declarer play problems at different levels).
Read the ABF Newsletter
Read the bridge columns which still appear in some newspapers.
There are some outlets for bridge classes via the internet.
You can play more yourself via various options on www.acbl.org/learn_page/
Help a friend to learn bridge, also via www.acbl.org/learn_page/
Check out the Bridge Shop’s digital care pack at www.bridgeshop.com.au/digital-bridge-care-pack

Paul Marston recommended a program called Bridge Solver. It allows you to play, seeing all four hands
and optionally shows the optimal card to play at each turn. This is a help if you are trying to follow a
hand in a book or article and want to see how the play goes card by card. You can either create a hand
manually or input a file that has a number of hands already set up. This file will have a pbn suffix. If you
look at the results from any session, you will see the option to download the pbn file for that session
and slowly play through the deals.
There is a pbn file for all the deals in these articles in the Members section of the website. You can
download it and use to follow the play in Bridge Solver (or other programs that use pbn files).

HELP FROM YOUR OPPONENTS
Last week we looked at a hand where we forced an opponent to lead trumps at the cost of a vital trick
by eliminating all the other suits he could lead and putting him on lead. Forcing an opponent to give
away a trick by giving him/her the lead at a time when all their options cost a trick is called an
“endplay”. We say that he is “thrown in”. An endplay in trumps (like last week) is very rare, but
endplays in other suits are more common.
Look at this hand:

South Deals
None Vul

♠A43
♥A95
♦87632
♣86
N
W

E
S

♠5
♥ K Q J 10 8 7 6
♦AQ9
♣AK
South plays in 6♥ after he opened 2♣ and found his partner with two aces and heart support. West
leads the K♠.
How many top tricks does South have? What can South do to bring his total number of tricks to 12?
South has 11 top tricks (one spade, seven hearts, one diamond and two clubs). His twelfth trick could
come from a finesse in diamonds if East has the king. (You would win the A♠, draw trumps ending in
dummy, lead a small diamond from dummy and play the Q if East follows low. This gives you your
twelfth trick.)
However, you can make the contract whenever trumps are 2-1 and East follows to the first spade by
throwing West in and forcing him to concede your twelfth trick.
You must be a bit careful about how you play the hand and keep in mind what you are trying to
achieve. Your aim is to draw two rounds of trumps and eliminate the clubs and spades from your hand
and dummy’s. Then you lead a diamond from dummy, playing the 9 if East plays low. West will win and
either have to lead a diamond (so your A and Q are both winners) or lead a black suit. In the latter
case, you trump in dummy and discard your losing Q♦. In either case, you have now got 12 tricks.
How do you make this happen? You must lead spades twice from dummy and trump them to eliminate
the spades. You need to lead the AK of clubs to eliminate the clubs. You then need to lead a diamond
from dummy. All up, then, you need to be in dummy three times.
You win the first trick with the A♠ and immediately lead a small spade and trump it high in your hand.
Now lead a small trump to dummy’s 9 and lead the last spade and trump it high. Now cash the A and K
of clubs before you lead a trump to dummy’s A.
The stage is now set, as below:

♠—
♥5
♦87632
♣—
N
W

E
S

♠—
♥ J 10 8
♦AQ9
♣—
The lead is in dummy, having just won the A♥. Lead the 2♦ and cover whatever East plays. If he plays
a small card, play the 9. If he plays the 10 or J play the Q. In either case, West is thrown in and must
concede the last two tricks. Either he plays a diamond into your AQ or A9 or leads a black suit and you
trump in dummy and discard the Q♦. This is called a “trump and discard”. You have what would
normally be a losing diamond. You can’t trump it in dummy by your own devices, but if the opponent
leads a suit neither you nor dummy hold, you can trump it in one hand and discard the loser in the
other.
Notice that trumps had to split 2-1 for this to be guaranteed to work. If East had 3 trumps the same play
would still be likely to work. You would have only drawn two rounds of trumps before leading a
diamond from dummy and you would have to hope East could not trump the diamond that West
returned when he was thrown in. If West had 3 trumps, he would be able to lead the third trump when
he was thrown in so you would just draw three rounds of trumps and try the diamond finesse.
If the opening lead had been a club, rather than K♠, you need to lead a spade to dummy’s A and trump
a small spade before drawing any trumps or you would not have enough entries to dummy. Try it!
If West’s opening lead had been a trump, you would again not have enough entries to dummy for the
end play. You would only make eleven tricks if West had the K♦. Try it!
Now try this hand:

North Deals
None Vul

♠A9
♥A932
♦Q62
♣KJ63
N
W

E
S

♠K2
♥K654
♦J43
♣AQ95
The contract is 4♥ by South after North opened 1♣ and no opposition bidding. The Q♠ is led. When you
play trumps, you will find they split 3-2. See if you can find a way to play this that guarantees the
contract. (Solution next time).
Here is another hand for you to try (it is a bit more difficult):

South Deals
Both Vul

♠AK76
♥A752
♦863
♣K9
N
W

E
S

♠ 10 9 8 3
♥KQJ6
♦A74
♣A8
This time South is declarer in 4♥ after he opened the bidding 1NT. West leads the 3♣ and East follows
suit. How do you guarantee your contract assuming trumps break 3-2? (Solution next time)

